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ABSTRACT 
 
Piobert-Lüders phenomenon is modeled by means of simplified local constitutive equations implemented in a finite element 
software. A local softening behavior allows simulating the formation of localized strain bands and the development of a Lüders 
plateau on the stress strain tensile curve. The influence of various parameters of the numerical model are investigated: 
meshing, behavior law and boundary conditions. This study shows that all the characteristics of the stress – strain curve 
plateau cannot be deduced only from the local intrinsic behavior: the plateau also depends strongly on the geometrical 
constraints applied on the specimen. 
 
 
Introduction 
Many structural materials are subjected to strain aging, which causes inhomogeneous yielding such as Piobert–Lüders’ bands 
and Portevin – Le Châtelier (PLC) instabilities. These phenomena occur in steels containing interstitial elements in solid 
solution such as carbon or nitrogen, which segregate to dislocations thus inducing dislocation pinning. Even though the 
physical origin of strain aging has been widely studied, its influence on the fracture toughness of steels remains discussed. In 
order to further study the influence of strain aging on fracture toughness, the identification of a strain aging model is 
necessary. Two classes of models are able to simulate the behavior of materials which are sensitive to strain aging. A first 
class of models takes into account the physical origin of strain aging: pinning of dislocations by solute atmospheres that diffuse 
during strain [1]. These kinds of constitutive models have been expressed as behavior laws which can be implemented in finite 
element simulation software [2], and allows the simulation of both Lüders and Portevin – Le Châtelier (PLC) instabilities. The 
second class of models, more phenomenological, can also simulate static strain aging and the Lüders bands. As suggested by 
Tsukahara and Iung [3] the strain localization of the Lüders band is made possible by introducing a phenomenological local 
softening behavior. 
We have performed a preliminary study by taking into account only static strain aging. In the perspective of identification, the 
local behavior has to be chosen in order to be related to experimental stress – strain curves. The first step is to understand the 
transition from the local behavior to the global stress – strain curve. Therefore a numerical simulation of strain localizations 
during tensile tests has been undertaken and a special attention has been devoted to characterize the influence of the various 
parameters of the numerical model: meshing, local constitutive equations, boundary conditions. 
Numerical procedure for finite element modeling of Lüders’ band  
In a context of identification of constitutive models, we need to correlate model parameters to experimental data of the tensile 
test. However, the identification of the model parameters highlights a difficulty in the case of static strain aging: how to manage 
the identification in the presence of a Lüders’ plateau on an experimental stress-strain curve? 
In experiments, stress – strain curves affected by Lüders phenomenon takes the form of curve a) in figure 1. The Lüders peak, 
also called “upper yield stress”, can be locally interpreted by the overstress necessary to move the dislocations, which are 
initially pinned by solute atoms. When the unpinning stress is reached, the dislocations suddenly break away from their solute 
atmospheres: this avalanche of dislocations causes the strain localization. The Lüders band propagation is associated on the 
stress – strain curve to a plateau at nearly the constant stress L, also called “lower yield stress”.  
In strain aging models that simulate Lüders strain localization, the local behavior is always described by a softening: the stress 
first rises up to max and then drop to min at the strain value min, as shown in Figure 1b. 
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Figure 1: Macroscopic stress-strain curve from tensile test (a), and local material behavior (b). 
 
Therefore, it is necessary to understand how the intrinsic behavior (characterized by max, min and min ) can be linked to the 
macroscopic manifestations of static strain aging on a specimen in experimental conditions (L and L). Within a more general 
framework, this work will also give a good methodology for identifying any model giving the flow stress in the presence of a 
Lüders plateau. 
To manage the numerical study of the Lüders phenomenon and to check the influence of the parameters of the numerical 
model on the macroscopic behavior, the tensile tests are simulated on rectangular flat specimens. For the sake of simplicity 
unpinning mechanisms is described by a simplified local constitutive equation that allows only simulating static strain aging [3] 
(no temperature and strain rate dependencies). The aging process is introduced by an overstress necessary to the dislocation 
unlocking mechanism: at yield point (max), the stress drops down to min and then follows an isotropic strain hardening 
behavior, as shown in Figure 2. This local softening gives rise to strain localization and Lüders band initiation and propagation. 
Two forms of softening behavior have been tested in the present study. The first one, as illustrated in Figure 2a, is obtained 
with a non linear isotropic strain hardening law R(p), defined as followed : 
 
      (1) 
 
The second one (Figure 2b) is composed of linear evolutions of the flow stress. 
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Figure 2: Two local behavior laws used to simulate Lüders’ bands. Introducing local softening allows strain to localize. 
 
The tensile specimen (2.5 x 12.5 mm2) has been first modeled by a regular mesh of 500 elements. The geometry of the 
specimen allows using a 2D model with plane stress conditions. Eight nodes elements with reduced integration are used. The 
vertical displacement of the bottom is fixed to zero. Tension is imposed through the displacement of the top nodes at constant 
a) b) 
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displacement rate. One node on the bottom and one node on the top are chosen to represent the tensile axis: their horizontal 
displacement is fixed to zero. 
In experiments, the Lüders bands are triggered by geometry imperfections, such as sample fillet, or by material imperfections, 
such as inclusions or large grains. These imperfections cause local stress concentrations responsible for plastic strain 
initiation. In our simulations, when using a regular mesh the introduction of an artificial defect is necessary to trigger strain 
localization. We have represented imperfections by introducing a geometrical defect with a local modification of the width of 
the plate, or by introducing an element with a lower yield stress. 
 
Analysis of the propagation of the Lüders bands 
The numerical simulation of the tensile test is exposed in Figure 3 with the local behavior law plotted in dotted line. It shows 
that, when the flow stress is reached, the plastic strain appears at the artificial defect introduced here at the right bottom corner 
of the sample. Then the specimen exhibits a strain localization band oriented about 50° from the tensile direction (Figure 3b). 
This plastic band progressively fills the whole specimen. The band spread is related to a plateau at nearly constant stress on 
the stress - strain macroscopic curve (Figure 3a). 
In order to best characterize the Lüders plateau the stress variations observed have been correlated to the propagation of the 
Lüders bands: each stress drop on the stress – strain curve can be related to a special feature on the band progression. 
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Figure 3: Analysis of the Lüders plateau: equivalent plastic strain on the specimen at different stages 
 
When the stress reaches the maximum, the strain starts to localize. This first yielding occurs at a stress concentration point, 
caused by a specimen geometrical singularity. The global stress starts to drop when the first plastic strain band crosses the 
specimen width. The global stress reaches the minimum when the band has totally crossed the specimen (picture 1). Locally, 
at the band front, the stress reaches the yield point thus allowing further propagation of the band. After the first band has 
developed, the plastic zone is also affected by an elastic unloading. The nucleation of a new band (for example because of 
geometrical constraints) causes a stress drop on the stress – strain global curve (picture 3). Then the two bands propagate 
alternatively and a stress drop is observed when the two bands merge (picture 5). The final strong increase of the stress 
corresponds to elastic re-loading of the whole specimen. The global behavior recovers the local behavior when the peak stress 
is reached in every point of the sample. 
It can be concluded that the Lüders plateau characteristics result from the localized plasticity propagation and its coupling with 
the global geometrical constrain of the specimen. Only two strain states are possible: the elastic state where the band has not 
yet come through and the plastic strain associated to the coincidence between global and local behavior. Consequently, all the 
characteristics of the stress – strain curve plateau cannot be deduced only from the local intrinsic behavior. Nevertheless, the 
stress variations can be related to some details of the band progression features.  
 
Influence of model parameters on the Lüders plateau 
In order to check the influence of the parameters of the numerical model on the macroscopic behavior, different simulations of 
tensile tests have been performed. The influence of three groups of parameters has been studied: local behavior law, meshing 
and boundary conditions. The length, as well as the stress level of the Lüders plateau obtained for these different parameters, 
1 2 
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5 
4 
will be compared in order to determine which parameters have a predominant influence and to test the links that could exist 
between the local and macroscopic behavior. 
 
Influence of the local behavior law 
We have first studied the influence of the local behavior law on the Lüders plateau, in order to try to find a correlation between 
the plateau stress level and the parameters of the model. 
Six different bi-exponential plastic laws were tested, varying the amplitude of the softening, i.e. the value σ
 max – σ min, and 
varying min, the plastic strain associated with the minimal stress. For all simulations, the upper yield stress (Lüders peak) on 
the global stress – strain curve is very close to σ max imposed in the behavior law. The stress level (σ L) of the simulated 
plateau has been compared to the maximal and the minimal stresses of the local behavior law. The relative level of the plateau 
varied from 20 % to 32 % of σ
 max – σ min with a mean value close to 25 %. Figure 4 shows two examples of local constitutive 
curves and corresponding macroscopic stress – strain evolutions.  
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Figure 4: Influence of the behavior law on the plateau stress level 
 
We can note that the plateau length depends on the amplitude of the softening: the larger the softening, the longer the plateau. 
However, the position of min does no seem to have any influence on the plateau length. 
A similar study has been performed using the bi-linear behavior law. The stress level of the plateau differs notably from the 
exponential law: the average level is around 40 % of σ
 max – σ min. (curves not reported). 
So the length of the Lüders plateau can be roughly approximated from the imposed amplitude of the softening. However, the 
stress level of the plateau on the stress-strain curves is not totally representative of the local softening behavior of the material. 
We have thus investigated the influence of two other groups of parameters on the Lüders plateau: meshing and boundary 
conditions. 
 
Influence of meshing 
The mesh dependency of Lüders modeling has been investigated. It is well known that numerical simulation of strain 
localization is influenced by the mesh size. So two regular meshes of different size (500 elements and 2000 elements) and a 
free mesh with local variations of mesh size (3500 elements) have been tested. The aim is to show how the localized band can 
progress in this more heterogeneous environment. 
As shown in Figure 5, the mean stress level of the plateau changes slightly with these three meshes, as well as its length. The 
finer the mesh, the longer the plateau, the higher the stress level of the plateau. Furthermore, with the random mesh, the 
plateau stress is not constant. This jerky flow can be attributed to the mesh heterogeneities, which induce local stress 
concentrations thus making the propagation of the Lüders band more discontinuous. 
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Figure 5: Influence of meshing on Lüders plateau modeling: different meshes (left) and corresponding Lüders plateau (right). 
 
As shown in Figure 6 obtained with a random mesh it is possible to initiate the localization band without introducing a local 
defect. After being homogeneous in the major part of the softening stage, the strain starts to localize at about the minimum 
stress (only 0.006 % of localized strain). The plastic strain maps reported in Figure 6 show the chaotic band propagation: 
secondary bands initiate and propagate at the front of the master band. It is worth noting that this discontinuous band 
propagation is very similar to the experimental observations [4-7]. 
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Figure 6: Lüders band developing without artificial defect (isocontours of equivalent plastic strain) 
 
Influence of artificial defect 
As seen in the above simulation, the stress level and the length of the plateau are very different when no initial defect is 
introduced; the strain localization is delayed, thus inducing a shorter and lower plateau. The influence of the type and 
localization of the artificial defect has therefore been investigated. Five different geometrical defect locations, reported in 
Figure 7, have been tested. Each geometrical defect is introduced by a prescribed distortion of one or two elements obtained 
by displacing one node of the mesh. The geometrical defect located in the centre of the specimen leads to a hole in the mesh. 
1 2 3 4 
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The same locations have also been tested introducing a “behavior defect” with a lower yield stress in the element of the mesh. 
The plateaus obtained for the defects located in a corner (3 and 5), are identical whatever the defect (curves not reported). For 
the other locations, the results are variable. The simulated plateau resulting from defect locations1, 2 and 4 are presented in 
Figure 7.  
Plateaus resulting from defect location 1 are not very different from those obtained with defects located at the corners (3, 5). 
We can only note that the plateau obtained with the geometrical defect is particularly flat compared to the others. This can be 
explained by the fact that in this simulation, the band propagation is perfectly symmetric. We will discuss later in more details 
the relations between band propagation and plateau curve. 
The simulation with geometrical defect 2, i.e. a hole in the centre of the sample, reveals a very early localization inducing a 
mean stress level higher than for other plateaus. The oscillating level of the plateau can be associated to the jerky propagation 
of Lüders bands in V-shape. Indeed the localization starts with an X shape from the middle of the specimen, and because of 
the symmetric configuration, the band front propagates alternatively in the upper and lower part. 
Defect 4 leads to the more atypical Lüders plateaus. In this case, many constraints are prescribed at the same place: 
boundary conditions, defect, and symmetry conditions. Like in the precedent case, the band propagates with V-shape front, 
starting from the defect at the bottom and spreading up to the top. This jerky progression leads to an oscillating stress level. 
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Figure 7: Influence of different defect types on location on the Lüders plateau 
 
From this study devoted to the influence of artificial defects on Lüders band propagation, it can be concluded that the Lüders 
plateau is not only sensitive to the mesh, but also to the way the Lüders band is being initiated. Introducing an artificial defect 
exerts a large influence on the stress plateau level. The type of defect can modify the stress level up to 40% of σ
 max – σ min. In 
all cases, a geometrical defect seems to be more severe than a behavior defect. Symmetric conditions lead to an oscillating 
plateau and a jerky progression of the Lüders band. An early localization leads to an upper and longer plateau whereas a 
delayed localization leads to the opposite. 
 
Influence of boundary conditions 
In usual experimental tests, the boundary conditions applied on the specimen are not clearly defined all along the test, 
especially due to the geometrical uncertainties of the experimental setup. Different modeling conditions may be chosen 
depending on the hypothesis prescribed for the degree of freedom of upper ad lower nodes in the transverse direction. Two 
extreme choices can be made: entirely free, or entirely fixed. The results of the simulations with these two boundary conditions 
are presented in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Simulation results with and without constraint in the transverse direction and related plastic strain band propagation 
 
When the upper nodes are free in the transverse direction, only one band is developed and the plateau remains at constant 
stress. When a constraint is applied, the global distortion of the specimen generated by the 50° oriented strain band forces the 
initiation of a second band, in order to compensate the distortions. The stress drop on the plateau can be clearly associated to 
the triggering of this second band. 
The more significant effect of boundary conditions on the plateau is obtained while simulating a test at prescribed force with 
constant stress rate. The results of the two simulations obtained with prescribed displacement or prescribed force respectively 
are presented in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9: Comparison between tensile test results with prescribes displacement and force 
 
Under prescribed forces, there is no Lüders peak. When the stress reaches the σ
 max level of the local behavior law, it remains 
at constant level. The carried strain of the band is exactly equal to the strain necessary to recover the classical strain 
hardening behavior after the softening stage.  
To conclude on the parametric study, these results demonstrate that the plateau level and length are not intrinsic parameters. 
They cannot be directly related to the local behavior. Many parameters influence the stress level of the Lüders plateau in 
imposed displacement. In fact, each simulation case gives a different plateau. The band seems to “choose” its path according 
the current constraints (mesh, defect, boundary conditions…). In consequence, each path of the localization band gives a 
particular plateau. 
 
Conclusion 
This study has shown that a simplified softening behavior law allows to simulate the main features associated to static strain 
aging. Nevertheless all the characteristics of the stress – strain curve plateau cannot be deduced only from the local intrinsic 
behavior. The Lüders plateau is not only sensitive to the mesh, but also to the boundary conditions and the way the Lüders 
band is being initiated. Introducing an artificial defect exerts a large influence on the stress plateau level. 
From the tentative correlation between the local and global behavior it can be concluded that he maximum stress of the local 
law can be approximately related to the measured macroscopic peak stress. The length of the plateau corresponds roughly to 
the plastic strain for which global and local behavior coincide. 
The simplified law used in this study well simulates Lüders behavior but remains a phenomenological law. It does not take into 
account the physical origin of strain aging, is not temperature and strain rate dependant and does not simulate dynamic strain 
aging. So, to further understand the influence of static and dynamic strain aging on fracture toughness, it will be necessary to 
identify and apply the McCormick - Zhang model [2] to fracture geometry specimen, to further predict the loss of fracture 
toughness in the presence of strain aging. 
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